
Field Manual For Combatting The Woke In The
University And Beyond
The rise of "woke" culture in universities and society as a whole has sparked
intense debates and divisions. With the increasing influence of ideologies like
critical race theory and intersectionality, many traditional viewpoints are being
pushed aside or silenced. This has led to a concerning erosion of open dialogue
and intellectual diversity.

In this field manual, we will explore strategies for combatting the woke in the
university and beyond. We will provide you with tools to engage in thoughtful
conversations and challenge the prevailing narratives without succumbing to
cancel culture or intellectual bullying.

Understanding the "Woke" Phenomenon

The term "woke" refers to being aware of social injustices and systemic
inequalities. While the original idea was rooted in fighting for civil rights, it has
evolved into a divisive ideology that suppresses opposing viewpoints and labels
dissent as oppressive or harmful. It often places individuals in rigid identity-based
categories and oversimplifies complex issues.
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It is crucial to differentiate between genuine efforts for social justice and the
problematic aspects of the woke movement. By understanding the underlying
principles, you can better navigate conversations and engage in constructive
debates that challenge harmful aspects of the ideology while promoting genuine
progress.

Developing Critical Thinking Skills

One of the most effective tools for combatting the woke is honing your critical
thinking skills. This involves questioning assumptions, examining evidence, and
considering alternative perspectives. By refusing to accept information at face
value, you can present compelling arguments and challenge faulty reasoning.

When engaging with those espousing woke ideologies, remember to stay calm
and respectful. Use facts, logic, and reason to counter their arguments. Appeal to
shared values and emphasize the importance of open dialogue and intellectual
diversity. The goal is not to eradicate opposing viewpoints but to foster an
environment that encourages robust discussions.

The Power of Empathy and Understanding

Empathy is a crucial tool when engaging with the woke. Seek to understand their
perspective and the experiences that have shaped their worldview. This doesn't
mean accepting every argument uncritically, but rather recognizing the human
element behind different opinions. By demonstrating empathy, you can build
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bridges and find common ground, fostering a more inclusive and open
environment.

Be willing to have uncomfortable conversations and challenge your own biases.
This helps in empathizing with the experiences and struggles facing minority
groups, while still critically examining the underlying ideas. It is possible to
champion social justice while also critiquing flawed aspects of the woke ideology.

Navigating Cancel Culture and Intellectual Bullying

One of the most significant challenges when combating the woke is navigating
cancel culture. This refers to the practice of silencing or punishing individuals who
hold dissenting opinions or question woke dogmas. It is essential to stand firm in
your beliefs and not succumb to the fear of being canceled.

When facing intellectual bullying, appeal to the principles of intellectual freedom
and the importance of diverse perspectives. Engage with individuals respectfully
but firmly, avoiding personal attacks or derogatory language. Remember that
while engaging in constructive conversations is crucial, not everyone may be
open to changing their minds. Focus on reaching those who are willing to engage
in genuine dialogue and explore different viewpoints.

Cultivating Intellectual Diversity

Combatting the woke is not about enforcing one particular ideology, but about
advocating for intellectual diversity. Embrace a range of perspectives, both in
your personal life and in institutional settings. Encourage universities to uphold
the principles of free speech and robust debate, where ideas can clash and
evolve.



Support organizations and initiatives that promote intellectual diversity in higher
education. Engage with like-minded individuals and join communities that
champion open dialogue and challenging prevailing narratives. By creating an
environment that values diverse viewpoints, we can foster meaningful
conversations and strive towards a fairer society that acknowledges the
complexity of social issues.

The rise of woke ideology has significantly impacted universities and broader
society. Combatting the woke requires cultivating critical thinking skills,
empathizing with different perspectives, navigating cancel culture, and advocating
for intellectual diversity. The goal is not to suppress opposing viewpoints but to
foster an environment where genuine progress and open dialogue can thrive.

By following the strategies outlined in this field manual, you can engage in
thoughtful conversations, challenge the woke ideology, and contribute to a more
inclusive society that encourages intellectual growth and mutual understanding.
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The Woke ideology is colonizing Western Civilization. This ideology views the
world through a Marxist-inspired lens of “systemic power dynamics” that divides
us between the “privileged” and the “oppressed.” This colonization has
successfully captured many of our noblest and most vital institutions through
time-tested strategies and tactics. People from almost every sector of life are
concerned about this capture but feel paralyzed and helpless as this ideology
activates itself and wields its power. The good news is that Woke tactics are
predictable and can be countered. This guide is an invaluable contribution to
understanding, recognizing, and ultimately countering “Wokecraft” wherever it
appears. While the guide is tailored to the university, its lessons are applicable
throughout government, K-12 education, the private sector, churches, and even
formal and informal affinity groups. This makes the guide a much-needed
contribution as people seek to push back against the destructive Woke ideology.

Charles Pincourt is a professor of engineering at a large university. He writes
about the Critical Social Justice (CSJ) perspective in universities, how it has
become so successful there, and what can be done about it.

James Lindsay is the founder and president of New Discourses. He is the author
of six books including Cynical Theories, and is a leading expert on the subject of
Critical Race Theory.
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